Geography A Level
Bridging Work
Welcome to A Level Geography! You can expect an engaging and varied two years of teaching in this
course, with three fieldtrips and a range of relevant and interesting topics to learn. All of the topics
learnt have applications to the real world and are dynamic (they are always changing), with the
opportunity to really focus in on topics of your interest in the second year of the course.
Before you start, complete the bridging work to start to apply your skills and knowledge to the coursethe bridging work is aimed at the year 12 content (tested in the AS exam) and will give you a boost in
understanding the first half terms worth of content.

If you need any help or guidance, get in touch with the course teachers:
Miss Moses Leanne.moses@kingsburyhigh.org.uk & Mrs Barclay lisa.barclay@kingsburyhigh.org.uk

If you are on twitter, follow these geography accounts to keep up to date:
‐
‐
‐

OCR Geog
@OCR_Geography
National Geographic @Natgeo
UN
@UN

If you are interested in reading on key geography topics we will address in the course:
‐
‐
‐
‐

Factfulness by Hans Rosling
The Almighty Dollar by Dharshini David
Prisoners of Geography by Tim Marshall
27 stories of AIDS in Africa by Stephanie Nolen

Task 1:
Print the specification for your folder (AS specification only) downloadable at the OCR website.

Task 2:
Make a set of illustrated flashcards to show how the following landforms are formed:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Headlands and bays
Cliffs
Shore platforms
Geos
Blow holes
Caves, arches, stacks and stumps
Beaches
Spits
On shore bars
Tombolos
Salt marshes

Task 3:
Read the attached article and answer the following 6 questions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How did the natural harbour of Chichester form?
Describe and explain all the inputs of sediment into the coastal system.
Describe and explain the processes that have an impact on the harbour.
Describe and explain the stores and outputs from the coastal system.
Examine how East Head spit has changed over time.
Evaluate the threats to the saltmarsh and mudflats.

Task 4:
Compile the factfile about your local area (e.g.: Kingsbury, Wembley, Edgware) as a place, with as many
facts as possible in each box.
You can start with the local council’s website (e.g.: Brent, Harrow, Barnet) and looking for census
information or secondary sources online, you can also go for a walk in the main street in your area to
collect information about what is there (look up at main buildings and see if there is a year that they were
built on the wall).
Physical Geography (altitude, slope steepness,
geology)

Built Environment (age and style of buildings,
density of housing, services)

Demography (number of inhabitants, age and
gender)

Socio‐economic (employment, income, family
status and economy)

Cultural (religion, local traditions, ethnicity)

Political (local, regional and national government)

Task 5:
Make a key word glossary with the geographical definitions of the following words:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Adaptation
Causality
Feedback
Gentrification
Globalisation
Inequality
Interdependence
Mitigation

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Rebranding
Resilience
Primary sector employment
Quaternary sector employment
Secondary sector employment
Sustainability
Tertiary sector employment

